Corona News ONLY from Germany 05.11.2020
Worldwide 48.4 million infections Germany reached 618,000 with 10,985 deaths
TOP 4 world infection rates: USA 9.5 million, India 8.3 million, Brazil 5.6 million, Russia 1.7 million.
The 3 largest EU infection countries: France 1.6 million cases, Spain 1.3 million cases, Italy around
824,000. Almost 1,230,000 deaths worldwide. Argentina Colombia England over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center
Germany - figures on 05.11.2020 0.00 a.m.
Total infections: 597,583 / + 19,990 on the previous day, deaths 10,930 / + 118 on the previous day
Copyright Esri Deutschland GmbH Kranzberg on behalf of RKI Germany
Germany is traveling one record after the other, a real anniversary country in terms of Corona, even if
we are still hanging over other EU countries: First we break the 500,000 person threshold in terms of
corona infections, then the 10,000 person threshold in terms of deaths that are at least related to
Corona , the 20,000 threshold new infections / day, over 300 new cases in a 7-day average / 100,000
inhabitants. Let's see what happens. The 600,000 will be exceeded tomorrow.
In the meantime, politics continues to do what it wants, or at least it tries. First it is said several times
that vaccinations are only given on a voluntary basis, then Söder brings the urgency of compulsory
vaccination into play and is already puzzling as to how one should treat those who refuse to be
vaccinated. Now the CDU has a new idea, of all things with the overpriced but badly and incorrectly
functioning German Corona app. Here, too, Spahn had always emphasized that anyone can install this
app voluntarily, there is no obligation. The Bremen CDU parliamentary group leader Röwekamp is now
calling for a law to make the app mandatory. This is complete nonsense and shows that some talk first,
then think, instead of the other way around. Also for Mr Röwekamp: The app doesn't work on old cell
phones, doesn't work on certain cell phone manufacturers, and he can't determine whether I take my
cell phone with me or just leave it at home. There are other reasons, but he can work them out himself.
There is also news in Göttingen again: The number of infections is rising and rising, now we are at 66.
In the meantime, it is also clear: This year's Christmas market 2020 is completely canceled. It is now
planned to present individual stands in the old town so that there is no crowd, but still a Christmas
atmosphere arises. Other things work out worse in Göttingen: As is now known, almost all health
authorities have personnel problems to cope with all contacts and corona tasks, so they are urgently
looking for temporary staff. Also the city of Göttingen. But no decision has been made about it for over
a month, and the hiring is still dragging on despite various applications. It remains to be seen whether
that will be decided this year.
An interesting message comes from the Free Medical Association in Essen. This calls for the Ministry
of Health to be more honest about the fact that corona tests, vaccinations against flu and pneumococci
are not available for everyone and for every occasion. Due to the scarcity, people at risk, medical staff
or groups at risk are given preference; apart from people and groups with a special status such as
footballers or politicians, certain incumbents, etc. The laboratories are now also warning of overload.
And there is also something like that: If the general practitioner is overburdened with no free
appointments, then it happens: Despite the symptoms of illness that are typical of the symptoms that
occur in corona, neither an immediate doctor's appointment in the so-called intensive consultation
hour, which was set up especially for possible corona patients, nor a corona test . Obviously one would
like to wait and see how it develops further. Hopefully positive for the environment. No joke.

Meanwhile, the Lower Saxony Higher Administrative Court reports on various urgent motions against
the catering closings, they are being "showered", according to a spokesman. Apart from that, further
applications from e.g. Cosmetic studios that do not feel that they are treated equally with regard to
the hairdressers. Sounds to me as if the court is waiting to be allowed to lift this ban, at least in cosmetic
studios. If you already name the law, against which the lawsuit makes sense, so to speak. An invitation.
After all, the Bavarian Administrative Court has not granted a complaint by a hotel chain that would
have liked to overturn the ban on accommodation and the restaurant closings. Two complaints about
overnight stays on Sylt were also rejected by the Schleswig Higher Administrative Court. There are still
people who believe that their vacation fun and leisure time take priority over the health of others.
The Oberhammer are around 200 party guests who had to celebrate a Halloween party on a clinic
premises in Munich and who destroyed and partly stolen clinic utensils. The event was advertised on
Instagram and tickets were also sold. While the normal population is gagged with new, sometimes
questionable corona measures, the opponents in Germany apparently still have an easy game: Demos
without mask compulsory, celebrations and parties without the regulatory authorities noticing
anything, but woe to you as ordinary citizens in a side street of your city with no mask compulsory
Mask encountered although no other person can be seen. This is stupid Germany today.
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